Suppose we wish to test a particular explosive mixture for sensi tivity to shock. A possible procedure would be to drop a weight on specimens of the same mixture from various heights, and then observe whether or not an explosion occurs.
It is supposed that there is a critical height, H, associated with each of the test specimens. That is, the specimen will explode if the weight is dropped from a height greater than H, and will not explode if the height is less than H. Thus, the population of specimens is characterized by a continuous variable, the critical height.
As in other experimental procedures the critical height cannot be measured. The experimenter can only try some height and observe whether the critical height is higher or lower than the chosen one.
This same difficulty arises in pharmaceutical research with drugs, germ icides, and anestheticsj psychological research associated with thres hold stimuli; and strength of materials testing . For instance, in testing insecticides a critical dose is associated with each insect, but again one cannot measure it. The experimenter can only choose a particular dose and then observe whether the insect is killed or not, i.e., observe whether the critical dose for the insect is less than or greater than the chosen one. The same is true in testing the bursting pressure of storage tanks. The engineer must cycle the tanks at v a r ious pressures and observe whether they rupture or not. Again, the bursting pressure cannot be measured.
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There have been various procedures devised for analyzing sensi tivity data associated with continuous variables. We shall discuss briefly three such procedures below, and then consider them in more detail in subsequent sections.
Suppose Y(x) is a random variable such that P(Y(x) * l) = F(x) and P(Y(x) = 0) = 1 -F(x), where F(x) is a distribution function. It is sometimes of interest, as in sensitivity experiments, to estimate a given quantile of F(x) with observations distributed like Y(x), where the choice of x is under control. A procedure for estimating the mean was suggested by Dixon and Mood £U3 J however, its validity depends on the assumption that F(x) is normal. Robbins Before presenting our main results we recall some of the basic notions of probability theory. We also clarify some of the notation that will appear in the text. A density function f(x) has the properties:
(a) f(x)3s-0.
, where a and b are any two real a numbers and a < b .
A function f does not always exist such that the distribution function F can be represented as above. For example, consider a se quence of Bernouilli trials where P(X = l) = p and P(X = O) = 1 -p = q. T he probability of k or less successes is then given (%)p^q"^î =0 and there is no integral representation for the distribution function.
We will be considering only distribution functions which have density functions.
Definition: Let X have a continuous distribution with density function f(x). We define the expected value of X by .DO E(x) = j X f(x)dx.
-D O
Definition: Let X and T be two random variables with joint density function f(x,y). Then the marginal density functions of X and T are given by 
Notation:
We consider a family of distribution functions H(yjx) with density functions h(yjx) where x is a parameter. We will use interchangeably the notation 
, We let E^(Y) = If we are taking the expected value with respect to X^ we will use the notation E^. If it is clear which random variable is involved in the ex pectation we will use only E.
II.

ESTIMATION OF A ROOT OF A REGRESSION FUNCTION
Suppose for eveiy real number x, the random variable Y(x), which denotes the value of a response to an experiment carried out at a con trolled level X, has the unknown distribution function H(yjx) and re gression function oo r ( l ) M ( x ) = y y h(yjx)dy.
-oo
Let of be any given real number. We consider the problem of estimating the root of the equation
where we assume the existence of a unique root yi -Q .
The problem of estimating a root of a given regression function has its counterpart in the literature of the more classical mathematics.
Newton's method of approximation is, perhaps, the best-known iterative technique used for such a problem when no random element is involved.
However, even if T(x) = M(x) with probability one, Ne w t o n 's method and other classical procedures are not applicable ; for they depend on know ing the functional form of M(x) and we assume no such knowledge.
We consider then a stochastic generalization of the above approx imation problem in which the exact functional form of M(x) is unknown to the experimenter. It is assumed that the equation M(x) »o< has a unique root Q , and it is desired to estimate 0 by making successive observations on Y at levels x^, x^, . . . . These levels will be deter mined sequentially, after the arbitrary selection of x^, according to some definite experimental procedure.
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We suppose throughout that H(yjx) is, for every x, a distribution function in y, which has a density function h(y;x), and that there ex ists a positive constant C such that -C It follows that for eveiy x the expected value M(x) of the random vari able X(x) defined by (l) exists and is finite. We have |y (x )|^ C for all X with probability one. Thus,
We suppose, further, that there exist finite constants c>( and 0 such that
Whether M ( 0 ) = 0 ( is, for the moment, immaterial.
Let ^®^n^ be a sequence of positive constants such that (5) ]>: *0 ' A < 0 0 . n=l
The sequence ^a^^ will be used in (6 ) to define a Markov process ^x %^ Condition (5) will be necessary for the convergence in probability of x^ to 0 .
Let be a sequence of independent random variables each with the distribution function P(z^^ x) = F ( x ) . On the basis of ^z^^ we wish to estimate © . However, we are not allowed to know the values of Zjj themselves. Instead we prescribe for each n a value x^^ accord ing to the rule
where y^ is a random variable such that (7) PCy'n'^y'l " R(y 1 and the are actually the The relation (6 ) defines a Markov process since the distribution of the random variable is dependent only on the value of The initial value of the Markov process is chosen arbitrarily. We shall find conditions under which lim E(x = 0, no matter what the initial ÏÏ-* oo " value of x^. p Theorem 1. If lim E(X" -0 ) * 0, then X" converges in probability to O .
n-^oo
Theorem 2. Let^x^^be the Markov process defined "ty (6 ) . Then lira E(x _ -0 ) 2 exists and is non-negative. n->oo "
Rroof: Let b^ = E^(x^ -0)2. Then from (6 ) it follows that n +1 ® ®n+l^^n+l " ^ ^ " ®n ^ ®n+l ^(*n+l (*n" Consider the second term of (8) and let
" Zandn-From (6) The a^ are as in (5) 2 2 Proof: We have shown previously by (3) that (y-oC) ^( C +|(X|) with probability one, and since C + \oC1> 0 it follows that y -0<,4 C +|o(/ with probability one. From (6 ) We can easily verify (21) by noting that (C + |0( ))(a^ + 82 + . . . + a^.^) " < 9 j for n sufficiently large; since x^ and 0 are both finite n and ^ aj-* 00 as n-»PO. From (I8) and (21) we have, for sufficiently i-1 large n, a"K a K (22) a n k n^A^ ^2 [C + |o(*] (a^+ ag + . . . + a^_ i ) 00 Thus, from (19) and (22) satisfied by the sequence a^ = l/n, since l/n converges and ' n«l diverges. The latter ' part follows from n the comparison test and the identity 3^ l/i = log n + C , where i=l 0 < C n < l .
n -1 _ A ^ log (n-1) + 1. Hence,
for n^U , and n [ l o g ( n -1 ) + 1] 2n log(n -l)
The following theorem gives a slightly more general result.
Theorem $ . If ^a^^ is any sequence such that there exist two positive constants k and L for which k/n ^ a^ ^ L/n, then ^a^^ satisfies Suppose now that for some S > 0, M(x) satisfies the following strengthened conditions of (I;)î
We will prove the following: Theorem 6 . If fa"l is a positive-termed sequence satisfying Thus, for 0 < |x -0 | ^ we have (2U) g x ) ^ g/An.
X -0
Defining as in theorem h, i.e., = g. 1 ,h. for 0 < IX -6 1 ^ Ajj, it follows that îc^ 0 and that (25) k n ^ 5/An, which is (18) with K = 5 . By the results of theorem k we conclude that lira E(xn -0 )^ " 0 . n-+oo
We now consider a more interesting case, where the conditions on (1 ) M(x ) is non-decreasing, where it is assumed again that M(x) is unknown to the statistician and that H(yjx) is a family of distribution functions depending on the parameter x. We suppose further that
00
-00
and that M(x) is strictly increasing for x < 0 and strictly decreasing for x > 0 . In (3) 3"1 J 3=1 J 3=1 ^3
We will show now that as n->'0o each of the finite suras of (l8) converges in the limit. Since this will establish that lira b_ '1 n-» exists and is non-negative.
We show first that if U^(x)> 0 then [x -0|<Cn" Consider the contrapositive, i.e., \x -© l^c n implies U^( x )^ 0. Recall that Un(x) = raax^O,Un(x)^ and that M(x) is monotonie for x > 0 and x < 0 . Hence, U^( x ) < 0, which implies U^(x) = 0. From this result and (8) n=l n, n-1 From (9) we have, for n large enough so that Cjj</^2, so that the negative term series 2 converges. This establishes that lira b^ « lim E(x" -0 ) exists and n-*oo " n->oo " is non-negative.
Theorem
2 . Let ^x^ be the Markov process defined by (7) . Suppose that M(x) satisfies the regularity conditions of (8), (9), and (lO). 
p(|xtj -el> S )>6 .
This implies that c is a constant. These steps may be heights as in the explosives ex periment, dosages of an insecticide, or stresses applied to a structure.
The first specimen is tested at x^, our best guess for the mean. Sub sequent specimens are then tested immediately above or below the pre vious step according to whether there was or was not a response. The estimate x is based on the assumption of normality and the principle of maximum likelihood estimation. The maximum likelihood principle requires that the form of the distribution whose parameters are being estimated be known.
VI. ESTIMATION OF A QüANTILE OF A DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
We wish now to present the procedure for estimating a quantile of a distribution function using the method of Robbins and Monro. In All the hypotheses of theorem 6 are satisfied so lim x_ =(9 in quadran-$ oo " tic mean and hence in probability. ¥e conducted several experiments using the above procedure and a table of normally distributed random variables with mean zero and v a r iance one. F(x) was normal with mean zero and variance one, o( = a^ = ^l/n^ , and we estimated the mean 0 = 0.
The experimental procedure was as follows, x^^ was chosen at random from a table of random numbers. A n observation was made on using the table of normal random variables. A value was assigned to y^ according to the rule given b y (3). This then assigned a value to %2 according to the Markov process defined by (S). We then observed another value of z^, again using the table of normal random variables. This in turn determined values for yg and x^. We repeated this process until a value for x^^ was determined. The results of four of these experiments appear in Figures 1 and 2 ; two experiments per figure.
There is little that can be conjectured on the basis of so few experiments. However, if the services of a computer were available one might attempt several investigations. These might include: (X) finding the best choice for ^a^ to increase the rate of con vergence of x% to e ,
determining whether an averaging technique for the first few observations would speed up the convergence of to 0 ,
(3) determining the optimum number of observations to make in order to obtain maximum information at the lowest possible cost. 
